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1984-85 budget
doesn’t provide
added services

Puzzled?

Increased funds for instructors,
replacing worn-out equipment

Yoriko Noguchi

Letting his eyes betray his frustration, Industrial Technology senior Joe Roderick tries to solve a handmade
metal puzzle. The novelty was one of many items for sale

Daily staff photographer

at a crafts fair in the Student Union last Friday. Roderick
spent approximately one hour working on puzzles at the
booth. "I feel great," he said after solving the puzzle.

Brawl erupts at Spartan Village
involving SJSU football players
By John McCreadie
Daily staff writer
A brawl broke out involving at
Dear Readers:
Today is the last day
of classes and the final day
>f publication for the
Spartan Daily this
semester.
The Daily will be on
the racks the first day of
classes next spring to
provide news and
information to the
community. Thank you for
reading, good luck to all
graduating students and
happy holidays to
everyone. Mark Katches
Editor

least four players of SJSU’s football
team at a Spartan Village apartment
early Sunday morning leaving one
man with a broken nose, said Richard Staley, SJSU public information
manager.
University police are investigating the report and it is not known
whether formal charges will be
pressed, said Interim Police Chief
Maurice Jones.
According to witnesses, there
were two parties in progress Saturday evening at the new Spartan Village complex near Spartan Stadium,
One party, in apartment number 131,
was for football recruits. The other
party, where the fight later broke
out, was in apartment number 150.
Staley said the fight began about
12:30 a.m, when six or seven men, allegedly football players, crashed the
party and started swinging at people.
The events which led up to the
fight are as follows:

Two individuals, a football
player and a football recruit, were invited to the party in apartment 150 by
two women on the balcony, one unnamed source said.
However, one of the party hosts
of apartment 150 said they were uninvited guests.
At the party, the recruit went to
the refrigerator looking for a beer,
but found none. Remarks were made
to the recruit, witnesses said, and
then the other football player
"straight-armed" the person who
made the crack. A verbal argument
ensued.
Reports conflict from this point
on.
According to Bob Cavaretta, host
of the football party in apartment 131,
the two individuals retu-ned from the
other party and said they were being
hassled. Cavaretta said lie went over
to the other party by himself to find
out what happened. Cavaretta, a 230-

pound nose guard and linebacker,
said that he was pushed by someone
at the party, then hit, at which time,
"I went after the guy I thought hit
me."
Cavaretta said other players
must have noticed the fight and
joined in. He said he left after hitting
the guy he thought hit him first.
Reports from party goers in
apartment 150, however, said that
five or six players crashed their
party and without provocation began
hitting guys at the party and throwing women around.
"The football players came in
and were super drunk," one source
said, "And they were looking for a
fight."
Damages to apartment 150 include a large hole in one wall and
blood splatters on several walls.
"I think they’re going to get
away with it just because they’re
football players," the source said.

By Mark Katches
Daily editor
The 1984-85 SJSU budget has 11
percent more purchasing power than
a year ago, but the extra funds don’t
add up to more services in several
areas on campus.
The bulk of the 11 percent is
being spent to pay instructors and replace equipment while services like
the library and Admissions and Records are getting less of the pie.
In a formal presentation of the
689.3 million 1984-85 university budget to the Academic Senate last
week, the report indicated an increase of 4.3 library positions. However, Library Director Maurine Pastine said the reinstated positions do
not compensate for the loss of 32 positions since 1982, due to budget cuts.
This year. at a time when Pastine
says the library is being used more,
the staff is providing less to the students.
She said she has had to reduce
both summer and holiday hours. The
staff is overworked, has problems
getting books back on the shelves and
has trouble meeting student demands. Pastine said.
"We used to answer 9,000 questions a week at the reference desk,"
she said. "Now, we have the ability to
answer only 3,000 a week.
"That’s 6,000 questions a week
that never get answered because we
don’t have the staff. People will stand
in long lines, and when they get tired
of waiting, they’ll walk away."
Other areas functioning with reduced staffs include Admissions and
Records, Business Affairs and Plant
Operations. This year’s budget also
hits hard at the business and engineering schools.
On the bright side, allocations for
replacement equipment and construction to improve access for the
physically disabled have increased;
14.8 technical positions have been
added; and allocations for campus
security appear to be paying off.
But library services are a major
concern for SJSU administrators,
Executive Vice President J. Handel
Evans said.
"The library is an important
area," he said. "We’re trying very,
very hard to protect it."
Services are expected to change
for the worst again next year, however, because of another anticipated
drop in student enrollment. The
amount allocated to the library and
other areas depends on Full -Time
Equivalent Student units

’alls semester’s enrollment is
down 240 from last year. Connie
Sauer. associate executive vice president for Business Affairs, said the
drop in enrollment this year could result in a loss of 200 FTES next fall.
FTES is determined by the number of credit units divided by 15. Because the average student takes
slightly more than 11 units, FTES is
less than student enrollment. This semester’s enrollment is 24,876 and the
FTES figure is 18.100.
Enrollment helps determine
what equipment is repaired or replaced, what services are offered and
how many instructors are hired.
Sauer said.
Despite the extra purchasing
power. Sauer said "there are still a
number of unmet needs on campus."
Pastine said the library could
function with 1.9 fewer positions next
year, if Sauer’s projections hold true.
Although surrendering 1.9 positions may not seem like a substantial
loss, she said it would be significant.
"It means a lot when you’re si
short-staffed you can barely keep the
library functioning the way it is:
Pastine said.
The university has had to cut positions and transfer salaries from
those positions so the university can
buy paper and other equipment
Sauer said. This leaves less people ti,
help provide services.
The report stated that Admissions and Records needed an additional $116,059 to meet the projected op
erating expenditures of $214,800 for
this year. Four positions have been
cut, and these salaries have been
transferred to meet other needs.
Graham Judge, assistant to the
director of Admissions and Records
for Budget and Personnel, said Admissions and Records employees art.
putting in more overtime hours Iii
handle the workload. He said there.
haven’t been many student corn
plaints. but the work keeps piling.
"If five people are doing a fei
jobs, and there are suddenly three
people, the work is still there, but the
amount is shifted to other emplo
ees," Judge said. "We’re trying ti
make adjustments to maintain ow
service."
Because of a loss of 7.3 positions
Business Affairs also provides an inadequate level of information and
services to the campus, according to
the report.
"If we didn’t have to use the posi
continued on page 9

Instructional Replacement Equipment Funding
Year
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984 85

Amount Funded
$449,201
453.958
473,770
289.715
1 170.062

Mentally disabled suffer from inadequate facilities
By Paul Kozakieuicz
Daily staff writer
Downtown San Jose is inundated with a
disproportionate number of mentally dis
abled who often spend time wandering the
streets with a lack of supervision and inadequate care. In this last installment of a Spartan Daily special report, public misconceptions and the magnitude of the problems
confronting San Jose are examined as to
their impact on the difficulties facing the
mentally disabled and how these difficulties
hinder rehabilitation.

tors motivated by profits.
They are often forced to live in unsafe
and unsanitary living conditions with a lack
of supervision.
And they are negatively affected by
budget cuts which hurt resident services
needed for rehabilitation.
"Residential care facilities is a good
concept, an improvement over what they
had in the 1950s and 1960s, however, I don’t
think it has been implemented properly,"
said Mary Trounstine, chairwomen of the
Central Coalition, an oganization of 10 community associations in San Jose. Trounstine
was also president of the Campus Community Association, near SJSU, from September 1982 to September 1984.

Mentally disabled persons in downtown
San Jose become prey to a wide gambit of
societal factors.
They are victims of crime from unscru"It’s not working for the people in the
pulous individuals and halfway house opera- residential care facilities and it’s not work -

Neighborhood
in Transition
ing for the rest of the residents in the community," she said.
On July 18 the Santa Clara County grand
jury released the results of an investigation
of residential care facilities. The report,
"Abandonment of the Mentally Disabled,"
concluded California’s system of residential
health care facilities was inadequate.
The report states: "The reality has
fallen far short of the vision. The resources
for community treatment, the number of
residential care facilities and the funding
are all inadequate to meet the need.
"The reason for it all, rehabilitation, is
lost."

California’s system of adult residential
care facilities resulted from the Short -Doyle
Act, passed by the Legislature in 1957. The
act shifted the state’s concept of mental
health care services from large institutions
to residential care facilities in the local community.
This began the process of emptying the
state institutions of large populations of
mentally and developmentally disabled persons into the local communities the philosophy being that persons needing help
could best be treated in the local communities in which they live.
"When the state unloaded the hospitals,
they abandoned the mentally ill in local
communities without providing the communities with financial support or the services," said Kerry Williams, housing advo-

cate with Mental Health Advocates, a nonprofit organization providing free legal
services for the mentally disabled.
San Jose Mayor Tom McEnery says he
supports the "noble idea" of community
health care but said Reagan’s closing of the
mental health hospitals, "was the most outrageous thing ever perpetrated by Reagan."
In 1960, with a population estimated at
16 million, California had 37,000 hospital
beds for the treatment of the mentally disabled
In 1983 the number of actual beds in
state hospitals had declined to 5.000 for a
state population of 24 million.
continued on page
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Editorial

Decision to move PCBs overdue
ALTHOUGH SJSU President Gail Fullerton’s recent decision to move the hazardous PCBs from the Old Science
Building to the incomplete holding facility on
the SJSU South Campus is a good one, it is a
decision which should have been made long
ago.
For years the potentially hazardous PCBs
have been stored in the Old Science Building,
located on the east end of campus. Local fire
officials closed the building in the summer of
1980 because it failed to meet current earthquake standards. Regardless, PCBs were
stored there.

EPA cited improper marking of PCBs barrels, inaccurate record keeping, improper
conditional use and improper disposal of
PCBs. The fine was eventually dropped when
SJSU assured the EPA that the PCBs would
be cared for properly. That was in September
of 1983.
University officials assure us that SJSU
will apply for a permit to store PCBs when the
new storage facility is completed and meets
the requirements handed down by the EPA.
But why has the process taken so long and
why was it necessary to threaten the university with citations and large fines?

According to Will Bruhns, senior engineer
for the Toxic Substance Control Division of the
California Department of Health Services, the
state requires a permit to store PCBs for periods exceeding 90 days. SJSU has not submitted an application for such a permit,
Bruhns added.
It would appear that the SJSU administration is not taking the PCBs problem too seriously.
The California State University system,
with SJSU specifically named, was fined $51,500 by the Environmental Protection Agency
for improper storage of PCBs In addition, the

PCBs were determined to cause cancer in
labratory rats. This was reported by a government scientist in 1974 and resulted in regulation of PCBs through the Toxic Substances
Control Act of 1976.
The fact that PCBs were once stored illegally in the Old Science Building shows a certain lack of caution by the universtiy administration. We realize the cost problems involved
with proper disposal of PCB materials, and
sympathize with the current administration.
However, we must remain firm on our stand
that the safety of the students must come before any fiscal consideration

I TOLD YOU SO

The forum page is your page. The Daily encour
ages readers’ comments On any topic. The viewpoints
expressed in opinion articles and cartoons are those of
the author. Editorials appearing on this page are the
opinion of the Spartan Daily.

Communique

Tim
Goodman

Christmas is the season for all to get with it
The Beatles sang about it. Prophets proclaimed it.
Poets rhyme about it and preachers preach it.
Madison Avenue tries to sell it.
It lives in the minds and hearts of men and women everywhere. It supports the world, transcends boundaries,
rises above poverty, ignorance, fear, war and hatred.
It can be seen in a smile It can he heard in the laugh -

Dana
Perrigan
ter of lovers walking hand in hand, the carousing of men
after a hard day’s work, or the low, comforting tones of an
understanding friend during a late-night conversation. It
can be felt in the touch of a hand, a handshake or a goodnatured punch on the shoulder.
It lives everywhere in crowded ghettos where reality strips away all pretension and dreams die in gutters.
festered and swollen with frustration in metropolitan

penthouses, where the night skyline is blue and clean and
shining beneath the balcony railing, in the solitary farmhouse surrounded by corn and wheat.
It can be found in prisons, hospitals, parks, railway
stations, city streets, country roads, schools, shops and
homes for the aged.
At various times throughout history it has been
dragged into the back room and clubbed, beaten, shot.
stabbed, drawn and quartered, kicked, burned at the
stake, fed to the lions, thrown in prison, flogged, raped
and tortured.
It is no respecter of persons, being as much at home
in the heart of a ditch digger who walks to work each
morning with the spray of yesterday’s clay splotched over
his workclothes, or the fastidious physician who listens
carefully to the fibrillating heart of a dying patient.
It is no respecter of race: It slept in the teepees and
rode bareback with the native American across the plains
and praries. loping along in steady rhythm, singing the
high-pitched songs and fashioning the silver ornaments of
his tribe.
It rode in the overcrowded boats of the fleeing Viet namese. shared in their meal of rice and fish and dreams
of the far-off land they had never seen.
It works side by side in the fields with Mexican farm

workers, bending over rows of strawberries, their bodies
forming an arch from earth to earth. It wipes the sweat
from its brow at the end of the day, straightens up and
goes home to rest for another day’s labor.
It wanders the streets with the lost and forgotten
the derelects. winos, tennis-shoed bag ladies and aluminum can foragers.
It stands with the prostitute on the street corner late
at night. It leans with her against the street lamp and returns home with her to an empty motel room when the sun
comes up.
It plays jumprope and hopscotch in the schoolyards.
throws down its jacks and scoops then up in one fell
swoop. It lobs a last-minute desperation bomb into the end
zone with seven seconds left to play and hopes for the
best.
It digs music and follows the accented sixteenth-note
beat of big-band swing. taps its toes in three-quarter time
with Mozart, sings the blues with Uncle Ray and Blind
Lemon Jefferson or gets down in the groove and boogies
with Aretha.
Emerson wrote that it "glows and enlarges until it
warms and beams upon multitudes of men and women,
upon the universal heart of all, and so lights up the whole
world and all nature with its generous flames."
May you have it this Christmas.

Don’t let the rude and obnoxious ruin holiday
It must be pure pleasure for some people to be rude not to let the jerks get you down advice that is certainly
and obnoxious. Otherwise, why would there be so many of the hardest to follow. This may be idealistic, but isn’t the
Christmas season supposed to be a time lobe with friends
those jerks around’?
Everyone has been at the receiving end of the antics and family friends and family that have been neglected
of these people at one time or another and possibly been throughout the semester because of impossible school
commitments which have left little time for much else.
Now, since that’s established, let’s talk about what to
do when you are assaulted by one of the many R and O’s
you encounter in the process of everyday December life.
Let’s say you are out with your friends, just happy to
finally have time to spend with them and you end up in a
bar where there’s live music and a dance floor.
This is the kind of place that most Rand O’s hang out.
They ask you to dance and pester you no matter how
many times you say no. Then, when you finally concede,
figuring the best way to get this jerk off your back is to
dance with him and get it over with, it gets worse.
That’s when he makes his move. He dances so close
equally rude and obnoxious (from here on out refered to during a hard rock ’n’ roll song that you can’t even move
and his Brut cologne is making you sneeze. If turning your
as Rand Olin return,
Now that we are into the Christmas season full force. back on the guy doesn’t work, walk off the floor. If that
maybe it’s a good time to recall what the holiday spirit is doesn’t work grab a friend who wants to leave and get a
peace on earth, joy to the world and all that bouncer to walk you to your car. Granted, the bouncer
all about
may be equally Rand 0, but he’s working so he can’t folstuff.
One of the most important things during this season is low you If all else fails, remember your mace training.

Patricia E.
Hannon

At any rate, don’t let these R and O’s ruin your fun or
turn all your positive Christmas spirit into negative energy.
Another R and 0 that is encountered at Christmastime is the crabby cashier at the only store that has what
you need for good old Uncle Bob.
Remember one thing in this situation. She’s been
wrapping Christmas presents and answered stupid questions like, "He’s taller than me, but shorter than that
hanging light what size should I buy?"
Probably the only thing she needs to hear is a sincere
"thank-you" from one of her customers to bring back the
Christmas spirit. So after you have just spent ten minutes
telling her exactly how to wrap, tape and decorate a gift
that is going to get smashed in the mail anyway, tell her to
have a nice Christmas and that you really appreciate her
effort. A smile might help too.
Everyone knows all about the R and O’s that whip
around the corner and into a parking space you waited fifteen minutes for. Forget it. Park further away and walk,
the exercise will calm your frustrations.
Besides, these situations aren’t going to matter on
Christmas Eve when you are sitting in a warm fire-place
lit room, sipping hot buttered rum and sharing the peace
of the season with your family

Questions raised during change to ’real world’
"So, ya wanna be a reporter, eh?" said the balding fat
man behind the desk. He sat with his arms folded on the
desk top, his shirt sleeves rolled up, chewing a damp,

John
McCreadie
unlit cigar.
"Yes, sir," I replied.
"Ya got any ’spearence, kid’?"
"I wrote for the ’Spartan Daily, "I answered, trying
my damndest not to show how uncomfortable this bloody
interview was making me.
"The ’Spartan who?" he asked.
"-Daily." I said. "It’s a college newspaper."
"Yeah, right," he said as he wrote something down on
the pad in front of him. "Well, thanks for coming down,
kid. I’ve got a few more interviews and I’ll let you know."

As I left the editors office, I saw the next interviewee
waiting in the outer office. He wasn’t dressed in a suit and
tie, like myself, but wore a white t -shirt with "Harvard-School of Journalism" scrawled on the front,
The last thing I heard as I left the news building was
the fat editor. his shiny head sticking out from his office.
saying, "C’mon in son, we’ll get you started."
I went outside only to be greeted with a cold wind
which seemed to cut into my face.
"Was all the schooling futile?" I asked myself.
I thought hack on my experiences working on the
school paper. I remembered the countless deadlines and
the satisfation I received being part of a team which
struggled each and every day to report news on and
around the campus.
I remembered editors pushing me to get a story even
when there was nothing newsworthy happening in the entire world. And then there were those days when I would
miss going to work, working late into the evening to report a breaking story, never stopping for a moment, not
even to eat.
But were all those long days and endless rewrites a
waste of lime’?
I remembered ongoing deadlines as I hunched over
the word processor, my back aching and my eyes blurry.
I remembered the advisors helping me to reorganize
articles, teaching me the finer points of telling more con-

cise stories
Was that all in vain?
I remembered laughing with my contemporaries at
stories that never could be published and the satisfaction
when one of them told me I did a good job.
I remembered the countless people I interviewed and
the people I met each and every day while covering my
beat.
I remembered the people who would try to avoid me,
as if I were from "60 Minutes," and those who would try to
use me. to promote there individual interests.
The cold December wind was still blowing and without realizing it, I had walked in a giant circle and was now
back at my car. I searched my pockets for my car keys.
"Hey kid!" came a voice from a window high up in
the news building.
I looked up to see the fat editor leaning out the window.
"Hey, you from the Spartan," he yelled. "Get up
here. I need you to start reporting right away."
I slammed my car door shut and ran into the building.
To my surprise, I saw the guy with the Harvard 1 shirt standing in the lobby pushing a broom.
"Yeah," I said to myself as I started up the stairs, "It
was all worth it."

The end
THE LAST Communique come
WITH
explanations rather than fond farewells.
The motives behind this twice-weekly
space were many. The intent of this column was not
to humor people with meaningless slapstick
attempts. The intent was often to incite thought,
through political and emotional pieces. I can’t
measure the success of my goals in any accurate
way, hut I stand -behind the necessity for the
attempt.
While at SJSU, I’ve noticed many disturbing
things. Most center around students who could care
less about world issues on a whole. There is a
necessity for thought on this campus, regardless of
the form. If I presented political pieces you
disagreed with that caused you to write vehement
letters to the Daily, then obviously there is an
ideological difference between us. But it’s not the
spectrum from which we speak that matters, it is
the dire need for some sort of dialogue.
I was never bothered by the letters, all of them
angry over the fact I said something contradictory
to the writer’s common beliefs. The important
aspect was the response the negativity was an
expression of First Amendment rights, in much the
same manner as I was producing. The response
showed life, it showed a definite interest in
someone’s opinion. It showed the need to have an
exchange of ideas, even if they were polar opposites.
The area of politics caused the biggest stir,
mainly because of the country’s errant direction to
the right and my tendency to scoff at it. But the
intent was not to go against every belief of American
society. It was a response to apathy, an answer
other than acceptance.
If you read the words in this space and were void
of any opinion, understanding, or had a genuine lack
of interest, then I failed in what I attempted. But if
you at least became angry, stopped to think, or could
relate to the point being made, then I’ve done my
job.
Politics, that easily divisible issue, was not the
majority topic. Emotional happenings, events, or
learning lessons in my life were displayed here not
for an outlet. but for contemplation and the
understanding that experiences in life transcend all
political parties and other boundaries.
Having childhood dreams snuffed out, fearing a
nuclear attack, coming to terms with depression,
being rescued by a unique and beautiful person and
generally just living in this kaleidoscope world,
were all topics presented here and all topics easily
understood by anyone.
If we’re fed the notion that the world is nothing
but lollipops and rainbows, we will soon accept it
without question and will collapse in the ugliness of
ignorance.
THIS TYPE of blind acceptance, the
AND
belief that the world is a great place and the
United States is at the forefront, is going on
today. We are accepting this rhetoric with a smile
and blind trust. Whether you are told the opposite
and refuse to believe it makes no real difference.
Being told lathe main necessity.
Unfortunately, I have seen a reluctance by SJSU
students to accept differing viewpoints. Many will
attack the points argued in this space, not on the
merit of the opinion, but on the inane assumption
that resistance should not be allowed.
Despite these problems, not all is bleak. There is
happiness in the world, there is a genuine good in all
people. I didn’t dabble in this because the last thing
we need is another hand to slap our backs. I’ll never
know, but I hope you learned, felt, or enjoyed
something in this space. If anything, from all of the
views presented here, I hope you came away with
the feeling that life is too unpredictable to savor it
must be attacked and reveled in, because no one
lives forever.
Not even the Boy Wonder.
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Dad hopes son’s death teaches others

Letters to the Editor
Penalty cited
What type of judiciary system
do we have at San Jose State when
a certain bunch ol students can
weasel their way out of trouble.
Yes, I am talking about the infamous football players. Last Saturday night I went to a friend’s apartment over at the new student
housing on Tenth Street. We got together to celebrate the end of the
long semester. Down the walkway
there was another party going on,
put on by the football players.
As I understand it, they were
putting on a party for a few of the
potential recruits for next season.
Well, they had a lot of beer and not
a lot of people. What resulted was a
bunch of drunk muscle-heads. Consequently, they discovered our gettogether and found pleasure in
physically pushing their way in and
then began attacking my friends
for no apparent reason.
I must also point out that they
did not hesitate to also hit many of
the women at our gathering. Being
one of the women who was struck. I
was shocked that these macho-men
could be so low as to hit a woman.
What ever happened to the
basic traditional values our par-

ents, and their parents, grew up
with? Of all things, boys just don’t
hit girls!
We all know that the football
players are protected by many administrators in the university. This
type of protection is a disgrace to
our school. What kind of impression did these guys make on the potential recruits at the football
party? Will the recruits watch
them get away with just a slap on
the hand?
What does this say for our
school?
If you get anything from this
letter. I hope it is the realization
that we don’t need macho-men that
hit girls representing our school!
Sue Bond
Junior
Graphic Design

Courtesy parked
It appears that some parking
lot attendants at school are thinking since they can select who enters
a garage and who does not, they
can order around whom ever they
want.
I refer to an incident on Dec. 6,
involving myself and attendant
Warren Lee at the Seventh Street

garage. I waited up the street patiently for the attendants to re-open
the garage. As I went in I handed
Warren Lee my two quarters. He
said with a smirk on his face, "I’m
going to tell you something. I let 75
cars pass instead of the usual 20 because I saw you waiting up the
street. I don’t want to see that happen again. Now, get in there and
park your car."
We, the students at SJSU, pay
good money to park and we
shouldn’t have to put up with this
kind of mentality.
It appears the power of deciding who’s the chosen few that park
at a garage have gone to the attandents head. It’s like they’re playing
God in their small world on Seventh
Street. I think they are confused on
their role as parking lot attendants.
Are they supposed to act like policemen, ordering people around?
In Warren Lee’s case, he is
probably watching too many reruns of Hawaii Five-O.
Come on guys. Your’re only
parking lot attendents and please
don’t act like you’re something
else.
Kurt von Kloptenstein
Senior
Marketing

Jim O’Connor
MERCED (AP)
just hopes "someone learns a lesson"
from the "stupid game" that killed
his 19-year-old son.
Theo O’Connor stopped breathing after he drank five glasses of
whiskey straight last week. He was
kept alive on a respirator for two
days until arrangements could be
made to transplant his organs.
"We want to let people know
some good came by donating his organs," Jim O’Connor said. "He was
a stujust playing a stupid game.
pid game. I hope someone learns a
lesson from this."
The "stupid game" involves
tring to bounce a quarter off a table
onto a glass. If the quarter goes into
the glass, the person who bounced it
gets someone else to drink a glass full
of whiskey, beer or wine.
But if the quarter misses the
glass, the bouncer has to drink

FBI says cash from Brink’s heist found
UKIAH, Calif. (AP) The $9,000
in cash uncovered by a man hunting
for a Christmas tree is believed to be
from July’s Brink’s armored car
heist and might supply important
clues in the baffling case, FBI agents
say.
1 FBI agent Mike Dooher said the
money, found in bundles of $50 bills,
is "related to the Brink’s robbery"
and could be a break in the case, "especially if we find fingerprints."
: Dooher said markings on the $50
d011ar bills and other undisclosed evidence linked the money to the July 19
robbery, which involved an estimated $3 million to $5 million. The
cash is being sent to FBI headquarters for lab tests.
: Ukiah Police Chief David Johnson said Melvin Wood, 28, found $9,000 in cash Wednesday while he and
his two children were looking for
Christmas trees in Mendocino
County.
- Mendocino County Sheriff’s deputies found an addditional $1,000 in
bundles of $50 bills at an abandoned
dump site five miles west of here, authorities said.
FBI agents speculate that the
cash could have been dropped when
the Brink’s robbers moved money between vehicles after the holdup. At

least a half-dozen armed tnen ambushed an armored car on a rural
highway about 120 miles north of San
Francisco in the heist,

The FBI has recovered tour vehicies used in the robbery and believes
other getaway cars might also have
been involved

Theo’s 16-year -old brother, John,
was one of four Merced youths playing the game. He described what happened to Theo:
"After he finished the fifth one,
he walked outside, came back in and
stumbled, just started to fall down
and we grabbed him. We took him
outside because he was I vomiting)
and then we took him into the bathroom to put cold water on him.
"That’s when we noticed he
wasn’t breathing, and we started
doing mouth-to-mouth. I went home
to get my dad, while the other guys
kept trying.
My dad didn’t really believe me
at first, and then he did, and we left to

WHAT TYPE
are you looking for?

"I don’t know what to do to pick
up the pieces," his father said. "How
do you do it? Maybe put a picture of
my son in liquor stores that sell alcohol to minors and make them look at
it every day? I just don’t know."

Student-Faculty
Breakfast
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featuring. Loan Nguyen
at the Piano
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go back to Theo. Someone must have
called the ambulance because it was
pulling in by that time."
Doctors estimated that Theo
O’Connor hadn’t breathed for 20 minutes. His blood alcohol level was
rated at .44 with .10 considered legally too drunk to drive in California.
The Merced County coroner’s office
listed the cause of death as alcohol
poisoning.
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Applicants outnumber grads
More new students have been accepted to SJSU for the spring 1985 semester than are graduating this
week.
According to Ed Chambers, director of Admissions and Records.
about 1,800 students will graduate
this month. SJSU has accepted 2,184
new students for classes next semester. he said.
About 290 applications were denied, and 1,683 were incomplete files,
he said.
Admissions and Records has processed 4,696 enrollment applications,

and SJSU will continue to admit students, Chambers said.
"Based on enrollment figures
mostly for fall term, enrollment will
usually be higher in the fall than
spring," Chambers said.
There are usually about 16,000 to
17,000 new -student applications submitted for fall, but only about 6,000 in
spring, he said.
The approximate 1,800 students
graduating is normal for a fall graduating class, Chambers said.
Almost 2,000 students filled out
graduation applications, but about 1,-

800 will actually graduate, because
typically 10 percent of applicants fail
to meet requirements, Chambers
said. Students who drop last -semester courses or who do not pass them,
for instance, would not be eligible for
graduation.
According to Joanne Rife, SJSU
community relations assistant, there
are no fall commencement ceremonies. Those who graduate in fall or
summer semesters can participate in
the May 25, 1985 ceremonies at Spartan Stadium, she said.

Drug sales lead to deaths in Oakland
Hearings to define city’s ’crisis’
OAKLAND (AP) A congressional subcommittee is planning to hold
hearings early next year on the open
sale of street drugs that have led to 58
homicides and numerous gun battles
in Oakland since the start of 1983.
The Select Committee on Narcotic Abuse and Control will meet
with community groups, public officials and law enforcement representatives to define "the nature of the
crisis and the proportion of the crisis," said Rep. Fortney "Pete"
Stark.
Stark said the hearings are
planned soon after Congress reconvenes in January, perhaps by February.
John George, chairman of the
Alameda County Board of Supervisors, called for the hearings last
month in hopes the federal government may help fund an expansion of

("Ke-

the courts, a move some feel will help
get drug dealers off the street by easing the backlog of cases awaiting
trial.
"I think if the subcommittee sees
the kind of problem we have here, financial assistance will be on the
way," George said.
Stark said the hearings, which
will last a day or two, will focus on
the Reagan administration policy of
reducing the U.S. Customs force
while the overseas narcotics trade is
"skyrocketing."
"You can’t catch speeders unless
you have police on the beat," Stark
said. "The way to stop narcotics is
not to cut the payroll."
Stark said that his own son, Deputy District Attorney Jeffrey Stark,
has been offered drugs while driving
through the parks of Oakland.
"People came up and beat on the
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car windows," said the representative. "I don’t think people understand
how pervasive the problem is."
Police say youths, some in their
early teens, have been organized into
gangs that control the drug trade in
different districts of the city, offering
drugs to passers-by while keeping a
lookout for police. Some of the young
dealers reportedly make hundreds
and even thousands of dollars a day.
George said a regional approach
is needed to combat the problem,
adding that the city task force represents "a narrow view of law enforcement as the only means of dealing with the problem. They excluded
the community, and a lot of them are
the experts in what’s going on."
County Supervisor Fred Cooper
said the congressional panel could
bring financial resources and federal
investigative assistance to the
county.
"There is a (federal) strike force
on organized crime being phased out
in San Francisco, and maybe some of
their efforts could be diverted here,"
he said.

Student dies
in apparent
suicide
SJSU student Paul A
Torres died Saturday from a
self-inflicted gunshot wound to
the head. The Santa Clara
County coroner’s office confirmed he had committed suicide. Torres was 22 years old.
He was found Saturday
morning at 7:55, dead in his car,
on Via Ramada Street in San
Jose.
Torres
recently
went
through a divorce. His legal
guardian Antoinette Ortiz said
the divorce, which became final
in July, and a restraining order
against him had been bothering
him.
She also said Torres was the
type of person who kept things
to himself and didn’t discuss his
problems with her or her husband Frank.
Torres came to SJSU this
semester after working oddjobs for two years.
Antoinette Ortiz said when
his divorce became final Torres
decided to apply for financial
aid and go to SJSU. He chose
ma thma tics as his major.
Torres was taken in by the
Ortiz family when he was PI
months old and lived with them
all his life.
He is survived by his foster
parents Antoinette and Frank
Ortiz, his natural mother Rebecca, his sister Antoinette and
his brother Felix.
Memorial services were
held yesterday at Oak Hill Funeral Home.
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Technical Instructors,
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In The Sun.

Publication seeking to develop reputation for uncompromising quality wants
freelancers who can write with style, color and a point of view. Dynamic medium
offers previeusly unavailable opportunities for expression and a large local readership. Paid, regular assignments are
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Art Dining
Film Music
Dance Environmental reporting
Theater Government reporting
Commentary Trends and lifestyles
Humor General interest features
Send three samples of writing, preferably
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267, San Jose, CA 95103. Photocopies
are acceptable. Samples will not be returned.
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How to manage finals stress

Amp-Patricia Seicu

Daily

staff

phutugra Phcr

Dr. Ray Schumacher
. . . talks about stress management
During finals everyone experiences some bouts of stress. This
week in Health Corner. staff writer
Wendy Stitt talked to Dr. Ray Schumacher from the Student Health
Services about stress and how to
manage the problem.
Q: What is stress?
A: A condition of being confronted with demands and in that
sense I see there is nothing wrong
or ill about stress persay; the problem comes in how much stress and
how well you handle it or not handle
it.

Health Corner
1.4 : What are the sy ’upturns?
A: The symptoms are varied.
There is no specific symptom because people react very differently. I guess I think particularly of
fatigue and a whole variety of physiological anxiety; pounding heart,
being clammy and sweaty and the
reverse of that, difficulty breathing. all kinds of symptoms of anxiety.
: Hose can one manage
stress?

Minister
returns
to campus
Ely Paul Ruffner
staff writer
Dr
1 "Greg Ball is Back." the flyer
read.
But the flyer should have continued, "for a short time."
A traveling evangelist for Maranatha Christian Ministries, Ball returned to campus Thursday for two
days of open-air preaching near the
Student Union and three nights
(Thursday. Friday and Saturday) of
indoor teaching.
Marantha Christian Ministries is
an international religious organization active on about 100 U.S. campuses and 10 international ones.
The SJSU chapter was established last year and has about 30
members.
The national organization was reviewed by the Spiritual Counterfeits
Committee, a group of theologians
from various religious organizations,
over a year-and-a -half period starting in November 1982. In the study,
released in May, the committee determined that until certain changes
were made by MCM, it could "not
recommend this organization to any Ball first appeared on campus in
early October 1982 to help promote
the new campus group. Controversy
immediately flared up around him
because of his direct open-air preaching and his teachings against homosexuality. Shouting debates ensued
between Ball and the then Gay -Lesbian Alliance leader Jeff Brown, over
the Bible’s attitude on homosexuals.
After speaking on campus for a few
weeks, Ball returned to his ministry
in Texas.
Ball’s reappearance on campus
last week and the flyers that publicized his return, were an attempt to
stir up new interest in the organization and Ball’s teachings, said Brad
Abley, the local Maranatha evangelist at SJSU
The new local pastor and director
for Maranatha, Eric Ahlstrom, said
the flyers were meant to be "thought provoking."
Ahlstrom said he invited Ball to
speak for three nights because the
traveling evangelist had some free
time in his schedule. Ball left Sunday
for his home in Texas.
"He’ll most likely be back some
time in February," Abley said.
Traveling evangelist and interim
director for Maranatha, Bill Bennot,
also left Sunday for Tucson. In January he’ll leave for Johannesburg,
South Africa. where he plans to help
start another Maranatha chapter.
Bennot was on campus for about
a month this year preaching in front
of the Student Union and leading
Maranatha functions. He came to
SJSU from the University of Arizona
at Tucson. where he started a new
Maranatha chapter in 1980.
The new director. Ahlstrom, 26,
arrived in San Jose on Thursday,
from Boston, Mass.

A: That is really complex. The
simplest, most direct approach to
manage anxiety, and the hardest
one to actually do, is simply to reduce the sources of stress. I suggest people take an inventory of
those things in their life that they
think are causing stress.
Being a student is stressful by
definition and all the other things.
and
financial
pressures
relationship problems. So make a
list of all those and put them in
some priority, those things that are
really crucial to you and those that
aren’t, and then start at the bottom
of the list and knock out some of
those that aren’t really crucial to
you, things you feel you should do
that you really don’t have to do and
that will remove a big source of
stress people find that very difficult.
It is worth it to evaluate what
the sources of stress are and see if
you can change that source of
stress by the way you percieve it or
react to it. You can take the same
situation which stresses one person
and it may not stress another or if

may stress you one day under different conditions and at a different
time of your life it wouldn’t stress
you.
So sometimes you can actually
consciously control or manipulate
that so you change how you percieve what that stress means to
yourself and that can make a lot
of difference.
Exercise is very good and, of
course, diet. Especially exercise.
When we are under loo much
stress, our body prepares all of the
reactions for dealing with a threat
of some kind which a lot of stress
involves and yet there is no reasonable way to utilize that.
Specific and deliberate relaxameditation, self
tion techniques
hypnosis, massage a variety of
things that help you to produce relaxation can therefore lower the
stress.
Q: Do you see many people
who are under a lot of stress and
need care?
A: Yes. I think stress is a normal condition of life. espcially for
students. People are under a lot of
stress and really need some kind of
help breaking the cycle. One of the
unfortunate things is that people
who are feeling a lot of stress often
find it hard to even take time out of
their schedule to do anything about
it relaxation techniques, or anything else. They are so caught in
the treadmill of meeting all these
expectations that it can be very
damaging in the long run.
Q: What type of person is prone
to stress and why?
A: Maybe we shouldn’t say
stress, because everyone is prone
to stress. Maybe we should say
problems with management of
stress. The first thing that occurs to
me is the person who is a perfectionist, the kind of person who will say
’Don’t do it again unless you do it
right.’
Q: So the old saying that stress
can kings true?
A: Yes, it is a slow killing and

very unpleasant

Guaranteed
Student
Loans
and
Parent Loans
Guaranteed Student and Parent Loans to pay
for your college education are available
thru United Student Aid Funds and our nationwide network of lenders.
Loan checks are sent to your college within
2-3 weeks otter receipt of your application
For fast processing and quick results, call
USA Funds and request a National
Access application

Business School gets new equipment
from Hewlett-Packard Corp.
By Beth Ranney
Daily staff writer
Christmas came early to the
Business School with the arrival of
several new pieces of computer
equipment.
The grant by Hewlett-Packard
Corporation included 20 terminals,
two printers and two mini -computers. Also included in the gift were six
tape drives and four disc drives
which will expand the school’s ability
to store data and programs on magnetic tape.
John Lehane, professor of marketing and quantitative studies and
director of the computer labs, said
the value of the new equipment was
$50.090.

Packard Computer Center in BC 315.
The hours are: 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., Monday through Thursday; 9 a.m. to 5
p.m., Friday; and 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
Saturday.
Graduate assistants will also be
on hand to assist and answer questions.
Currently three classrooms are
stocked with computers and Lehane
said that he hopes to see the entire
floor taken up with computers even-

YES -YES --

The new computers will assist
students with a number of business
courses including programming.
marketing, finance and quantitative
methods.

YES-YES --

Lehane said training sessions
would be intensified now that more
equipment is available. Business faculty, administrators and students
will have an opportunity in the coming months to receive training, he
said.

YES --

WE HAVE SHORTER UNES

WE PAY 60%

WE DO NOT REQUEST A RECEIPT

WE BUY BOOKS ON SATURDAYS

YES -- WE PAY 60%

The new computer lab will be
open the same hours as the Hewlett -

YES

YES

of Current Titles.

YES

BEST Science
Fiction in the
South Bay.

YES

WE HAVE SHORTER LINES

--WE BUY BOOKS BOUGHT
AT OTHER STORES

WE BUY STUDY GUIDES
WE PAY 60%
WE HAVE SHORTER

LINES

BARGAINS by
the 100’s
on our Sale Tables.

RORK
41A

BOOKS
INC.
120 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stevens Creek at Winchester
OPEN EVES. & WEEKENDS
243-6262

United Student
Aid Funds
A Not -tor -Prato
Corporation Serving Students
and Higher Education for 25 Years

Wt BUY YOUR BOOK5

YES -- WE BUY BOOKS EVERY DAY
YES --

COMPLETE Selection

Past grants to the school include
previous donations by Hewlett Packard and equipment from Tele Video
Systems

YES -- WE PAY 60%
YES -- WE HAVE SHORTER LINES

"We have to deal with the different departments within the school individually because each discipline
has different needs," Lehane said.

BOOKS
GALORE

With this recent donation the
school now has 83 terminals for student and faculty use.

YES YES YES

The new system will be housed in
Business Classrooms. Room 316,
which was formerly the Business
club’s meeting area. Lehane said the
room has to be supplied with data
communication cable, and should be
operational by spring semester.

The Business school plans to
offer training sessions on the neu
computers and also has self-paced
manuals that lead operators through
the different steps needed to utilize.
the system.

tually.
"We rely on gifts like this to keep
the Business School up-to-date," Lehane said,
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Airbands rock
and roll to a
different tune
By Dewane Van Leuven
Daily staff writer
With imagination used as the
only instrument, nine "bands"
jammed to their favorite tunes Friday night in the Second Semi-annual
Airband Contest.
The idea of an airband is simple.
You’ve probably done it before, but
in the privacy of your bedroom or
car. Just put on some music, then
"play" the guitar, bass, or drums
with the band.
If you’ve ever been to a heavy
metal concert, you’ll often find two
or three hundred teen -aged boys
playing the lead guitarist’s solo better than the guitarist does.
The airbands on Friday utilized
the same idea, but refined them to
an art, complete with full costumes
and vocal mannerisms that copied
artists exactly.
The only props that can be used
in an airband contest are drumsticks and guitar picks, Matt Allen
said. Allen put together the contest
with Rich Lauderdale.
"You can’t even use a tennis
racquet as your guitar," Allen said.
"All you can use is your imagination."
And these bands did to the
screams and shouts of 300 fans inside the Dining Commons.
The first band to perform, the
Arnold Zankowski band, did business at the last airband contest as

the "Guy guys." The all-male band
had dressed up in women’s clothing
and played songs by the Go-gos,
which is an all -girl group.
For this semester’s contest,
they came on as a bunch of nerds,
complete with plaid polyester pants
and Band-Aids on the crook of their
black -rimmed glasses.
After the first song, which was a
Partridge Family tune, the lead
singer discussed the success of the
nerd band.
"We just played on TV -20 Dance
Party," the fictional Zankowski said
in a high-pitched nasal voice. "We
just got signed to a big contract on
K-Tel records, You can see us at our
next gig at Chuck E. Cheese (pizza
Sieve Alden Special to the Daily
parlor) in Saratoga." With a microphone stand as his "axe,"
about :100 fans during Airband CompetiThen, after an instant of clothes
tion on Friday in the Dining Commons.
Bruce Shields imitates "Bruce" before
ripping and hair teasing, the Arnold
ute song.
Zankowski band turned into the with the powerhouse performance of
offstage jumps and impassioned
"Jack plays his favorites," a
pleas for his act, which shook the
Billy Idol band. Zankowski band lead singer Jim Bricker
hand fronted by Bruce Shields’ alter
member, Erik Faley, played the
ego, Jack Meihoff, would have won
part of Idol, and there has never
the contest if the contest was based
been a better lip-curler in the world.
on shock value.
The Zankowski band was good
enough to take third place in the conWhile lip-syncing "Monster in
test. The band members got a pizza
my pants" by Fred Schnieder,
at the Pub.
Shields reached into leopard-skin
Duran Duran won first place, a
speedo briefs that were outside his
$40 gift certificate from Tower rearmy shorts, and out popped a real
cords. Lead singer Jeff Eaton
monster a pop-out gag snake like
played Simon LeBon, Duran Dumagicians use. The crowd loved
ran’s lead singer.
every minute of it. and from the
Dining Commons floor and kept the
Bricker, who is no lightweight,
Genesis took second place, a $20
looks of it. vi did Shields
audience’s attention for the 15-mingift certificate from Tower Records, performed a dazzling array of

’We just played on
TV-20 Dance Party,’ the fictional
Zankowski said... ’We just got signed to a
big contract on K-Tel records. You can see
us at our next gig at Chuck E. Cheese...’

Health Center provides
aid to SJSU over holidays
11 Wt-iith Stitt
Daily staff writer
When finals are over and intersession begins, the Student Health
Center on campus will continue to
offer its services, said Oscar Battle,
health educator at the center.
Approximately 225 to 250 students per day use the health services
during the semester. During the
Christmas break, they expect that
number to be cut to about 60 students
per day. he said.
Battle said the main reason for
having the health center open during
an official holiday is because there
are a number of students who live
near the campus throughout the year
and still need medical care.
Another reason the health center
will stay open during the holiday is
that during inter-session, some students do not go home but stay and
take classes, Battle said.
He said the health center will be
open from December 21 to January
21, 1985 and all services will be available.
The following services are free to
registered students: physciarb’nurse
practioner care; clinical laboratory
services; diagnostic X-rays; prescribed physical therapy; first aid
and urgent care during office hours;
women’s health services, including
contraceptive counseling and pregnancy testing and preventative
health care/health education.
A fee will be charged for registered students for the following services: physical examinations and allergy
testing,
$15;
allergy

MAKE TRACKS FOR

desensitization injections, $3 per
visit; routine immunizations, $2 to $5
each and pap smears, 63.50.
Continuing Education students
are charged a $15 fee for the first visit
and $3 for every visit after, Battle
said.

THE OPEN DOOR
CHRISTIAN BOOKSTORE
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279-4788
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The Go-gob, who weren’t the
real go-gob but an incredible simulation a la Beatlemania, took to the
stage decked out in nothing but towels and facial masks, as the real gogos did on their second album,
"Beauty and the beat."
Cranking out the songs, Debbie
Voith, Krissy Ouimet, Mary Anne
Lind Strom, Heidi Margolies, and
Melanie Wilson kept the audience’s
attention for their two-song set. Possibly the audience was wondering
how the band kept their towels from
falling down, and were hoping for
the "worst."
Allen, who coordinated the show
with Loudermilk, also emceed the
show. He sounded like a bad announcer for MTV, with his phony
British accent.
When asked about the accent,
Allen said it helps him to relax when
speaking to a large group of people.
"That, and a few kamikazes,
will lend to loosen you up," Allen
said.
Allen and Loudermilk would
like to put together another airband
contest next semester, but aren’t
sure they can put in the time to do
another one.
"We had comments from students, saying we should expand our
operations, and have a contest in
Morris Dailey Auditorium," Loudermilk said. "But I don’t think so.
Doing the contest here was hard
enough."
Loudermilk said he and Allen
have to pay out of their own budgets.
Although they get reimbursed, if the
show ever took a dive, they would be
left holding the bag.
"We’d like to take a rest for a
while," Loudermilk said.
He didn’t sound too convincing.
though. There’s bound to be a Third
Semi-annual Airband Contest nest
semester. There’s just too many
closet rock stars out there.

The health center
will be open from
December 21 to
January 21, 1985 and
all services will be
available,

rin Bookmarks
Cards
Bibles
Records
Tapes
Pictures
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41111’’ 4
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Halfway houses face funding dilemmas
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abled are accepted at SJSU, which
acts as an extended community for
them.
According to the July 18 grand
Jury report, a major setback confronting halfway house operators in
delivering patient services is state
and federal budget cutbacks in grant
programs.
"We’re hurting financially,"
Prodigalidad said.
"The government isn’t giving us
enough money for the patients. Without adequate funding, the patients
can’t expect the quality personal
service they are supposed to gel for
their own well-being," he added.

Steve Capov,Ila

Dad

stall photographer

Greer’s Boarding House at 323 S. 12th St.
continued from page I
Williams said there are only
three reasons why an individual can
be hospitalized in a state institution
today. They are: if the person is a
danger to themselves, a danger to
others or if they are unable to provide
for their basic needs.
Patients requiring hospitalization receive treatment at the Valley
Medical Center psychiatric facility in
San Jose. Agnews State Hospital
today only treats developmentally
disabled patients, such as the mentally retarded.
San Jose received the bulk of Agnews State Hospital’s mentally disabled patients at the end of the 1960s.
A symptom of rapid de-hospitalization is an increased number of
mentally disabled patients finding
refuge on the SJSU campus, in city
parks, sleeping under trees and rummaging through garbage cans in
search of food.
Adrian Prodigalidad, the administrator of the Carriage House at 365-

73 E. San Fernando St., said it is a
common misnomer that the mentally
disabled are the cause of increased
crime rates.
"It’s a misconception that they
are dangerous to the public they’re
not," Prodigalidad said.
"The crime rate is caused by outsiders who want to integrate with the
patients. They try to intrude here to
influence the women," he said.
Russell Lunsford, University Police Department information officer,
said the mentally disabled are sometimes a nuisance on campus. But he
said there have not been any instances where a mentally disabled
person committed a crime.
"Over the years I can’t think of
one time a mentally disabled person
caused problems on campus," Lunsford said.
"I think they’re the victims as
much as anything else."
Lunsford said the mentally dis-

The report says local communities expected to receive continual
state and federal grants for funding
of support structures. But these funds
have been greatly reduced or eliminated, detrimentally affecting patient services.
The result is a greater burden on
the local city and county government
budgets to maintain service levels, it
said.
It was the intent of the state and
federal governments to provide consistant funding in the form of grants
to the local communities for mentally
disabled services, but federal grants
will soon be depleted and grants from
Washington D.C. have little chance of
being offered, the report noted.
It also cited that state funding by
the Short -Doyle Act was inadequate
from the beginning and that state
grants were cut 5 percent in the fiscal
year 1982-83 and again in 1983-84.
Additionally, a proposed budget
increase of 5.5 percent for resident
cost of living increases was reduced
to 3 percent.
Mentally disabled persons in California are supported on $539 a month
according to the report. Of this total,

USC trys raising $9.5 million
to expand school’s law center
The University of Southern California Law Center is raising funds for
a planned $9.5 million addition to the
Musick Law Building on campus.
Thus far. $4.8 million has been
donated by individuals and founda-

Around other
Campuses
tions. Scott Bice, dean of the Law
Center, expects those funds will be
used to pay for renovation of the current facilities.
Once the center raises $6 million,
a $2 million grant from the Thomas
and Dorthy Leavey Foundation will
be forthcoming.
The addition will include offices
for faculty and expand the library
space for new books, computer data
bases and special classrooms for
practical education, which the center
Wants to expand.
Bice said legal education has

Ethiopian
fund-raiser
nets $2,620
The Associated Students-sponsored collection drive to aid starving
Ethiopians amassed $2,620.91 during
its week-long effort.
A booth was set up in front of the
Student Union each day last week in
an effort to solicit donations from students. Nicola Wood, A.S. director of
ethnic affairs and Pete Campbell, an
SJSU political science graduate student, came up with the idea for the
booth.
"I’m very pleased," Wood said.
"It just shows that this was a function
that the students wanted."
The donations will be forwarded
to Catholic Relief Services, he said.
Five
campus
organizations
helped run the booth, Wood said Slim
dents For Peace, Army ROTC, Phi
Beta Sigma, Alpha Phi Alpha and
Blacks In Contact each manned the
booth for a day. The groups solicited
funds from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. each
day.
Wood singled out the Army
ROTC as a "really effective" group.
They collected $899.30 Friday. Thal
sum was the largest amount brought
in by a single group, he said.
Wood explained the strategy ol
using various organizations to oper
ate the booth.
"Different groups attract differ
ent people," Wood said "That way
we could solicit donations from peo
pie that we hadn’t already received
from "
Wood said he hopes other cam
puses in the California State Univer
sity system will attempt a similar
collection effort.

evolved in the last 20 years in a way
that makes new and different facilities necessary. The present building
was designed for the traditional Socratic method of teaching law, involving large classes meeting in one
room, he said.
Officials at the Univerisity of
California at Berkeley must decide
by 1986 whether to renew its five-year
management contract with two
weapons labs, the Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico and
the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory
The UC Berkeley Academic Senate sponsored a special forum recently to discuss the issue. Participating in the discussion were three
panelists who gave the pros and cons
of continued management of the labs
The university receives $7 mil
lion a year for managing the labs
Despite allegations of increased
Electrolysis Clinic
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY
By Apporntrnent Only

crime due to the Santa Barbara International Rubgy Invitational the
University of California at Santa Barbara will hold the tournament.
The Ad Hoc Committee on the
UCSB Rugby Tournament spent several hours investigating allegations
made by the University of California
Police Department that increases in
crime were a result of the tournament and recommended the tournament be continued. The alleged
crimes include arson, theft, vandalism and public drunkenness.
The tournament will be held in
April 1085 and will include more than
2,000 players on 64 national teams
and 20 international teams.
Around other campuses is corn
p11,1 by staff writer Mary Grr,r1
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59 percent is supplied by the federal
government’s Supplemental Security
Income, a part of Social Security Administration, and 41 percent comes
from California’s State Supplementary’Payment program. This funding
often goes directly to the halfway
homes for resident care.
California will also give up to
$393 in General Assistance to the
mentally disabled until they start receiving SSI and SSP payments. However, benefactors cannot receive
money from both programs.
The San Francisco Department
of Public Health Task Force also investigated the impact of state and
Federal budget policies in the Bay
Area. The task force concluded, if
one-half of the mentally disabled in
Santa Clara County were being
treated in state hospitals, the cost for
treating them would be $24,494,000 a
year. The state currently spends a
total of $3,143,448 for treatment of the
same number of patients.
"The present lack of adequate
funding has cut deeply into services,
including case management, treatment programs, support services and
monitoring of programs in care facilities." the July 18 grand jury report said.
Prodigalidad said the biggest effect of budget cuts is in providing
monitoring services for the patients.
He said eight employees at the Carriage House provide services for 48
residents.

Carriage
nando St.

Steve Capovffla - Daily staff photographer
House Boarding House at 365-73 E. San Fer-

disabled persons from other counties
which contributes to downtown San
Jose’s impaction problem.
"The only solution is massively
increasing funding on the state level
to ensure that the counties have the
facilities for handling their patients."
Trounstine said.
However, the state’s Little Hoover Commission, investigating Community Residential Care in California, recommends against increasing

TUES. THRU SAT. 9:00 TO 6:00 P M.
KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP

Williams feels the personnel
shortages due to budget restrictions
has negatively affected patients, because operators more frequently use
drugs to control large numbers ot
residents.
"Resident drug use is as frequent
as ever, maybe greater," Williams
said.
"Drugs are a management toot
of residence homes. Residents are
often given a 30 day notice to leave it
they don’t take drugs," he said
Trounstine said Santa Clara
County does a good job in providing
services to the mentally disabled
She said the county attracts mentally

2.. 1 libtrcKluctory.Offor
statfOli,L,
.03..1541C.

,

M!’W’

funds from the state government td.
local facilities for mentally disabled
persons except for changes that
would improve the quality of patient
care.
"We need some sort of organize-.
lion to monitor the programs of the
mentally ill like job training and tea- I
ching them how to socially interact."
Trounstine said.
"Anything other than wandering
the streets."
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SJSU studies enrollment decline
ti Mark Katches
Daily editor

Enrollment figures mean more to administrators than meets the eye, and SJSU officials have
set their sights on ways to remedy declining enrollment at the university.
A special task force, The Enrollment Planning
Group, is studying reasons why enrollment has
dropped. Jack Foote, director of Institutional Research, heads the group which will project enrollment figures.
. Foote said the group, which reports to Executive Vice President J. Handel Evans, has yet to
establish concrete reasons why enrollment is declining. Foote said, however, there are less 1810 24year-olds entering college because of a lower birthrate.
"Our bottoming out will come somewhere in
the mid 1990s, which means we’ll keep going
dqwn," Foote said. "We haven’t seen the worst of
it yet."
Evans said he expects enrollment to pick up in
the 1990s.
Full -Time Equivalent Student enrollment
helps determine the size of the university’s budget.
A ’drop in enrollment results in a funding decrease.
Enrollment drops affect services ranging from the
quality of professors to long lines at the cashier’s
window or Admissions and Records, said Connie
Sauer, associate executive vice president for Business Affairs.
Sauer said that the drop in student enrollment
this year will result in a projected loss of 200 FTES
next fall. There are 240 less students at SJSU as
compared to a year ago.

FTES is determined by the number of credit
units divided by 15. Because the average student
takes slightly more than 11 units, FTES is less than
student enrollment. This semester’s enrollment is
24,876 and the FTES figure is 18,100.
"Anytime there is a drop in enrollment, it is
worth concern," Sauer said. "Particularly if it appears lobe a trend."
And it does appear to be a steady decline,
Foote said. But despite the drop at SJSU and other
state universities, he said the California Stale University system has reported an increase in enrollment.
"Overall, it’s up just a smidgen, but it’s not
even worth talking about," Foote said. "It’s up
about a tenth of a percent or something like that."
He said the surrounding downtown area and
highly -publicized crimes like the Kelly Ralston
murder and the murder-suicide by Fernando Cola
are not helping enrollment, although felonies on
campus have declined 70 percent.
Before a 1977 "rape crisis," SJSU’s enrollment
peaked during the 1970s. More than 27,000 students
attended the university. But the crime wave contributed to a steady enrollment drop. Parents
pulled their sons and daughters out of SJSU because of sexual assualts in the dormitories and in
the Seventh Street Parking Garage.
Now in 1984, the University Police force is
twice as large, and more than 80 blue-light emergency telephones have been installed since 1977.
Yet, SJSU’s bad reputation lingers.
"Those things ( bad reputations) die very
slowly," Foote said.
Nevertheless, SJSU intends to increase enroll.
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Groupll Classes
Group ll classes are those which meet TTh,T, Th, TWTh,
MTTh, TThF, MTThF, MTWTh, TWThF.

Meeting Time
1730 Monday
1730 -Tuesday
1730 Wednesday
1730 Thursday
1730 Friday

Examination Time
0715-0930
0715-0930
0945-1200
0945 1200
0945 1200
1215-1430
1215-1430
1445-1700
1445-1700
1445-1700

Yearly % Change,
+ 4.2
+0.1
-4.3
+ 1.8
-3.0
+ 2.8
-3.8
-2.4
-2.0
-1.9
+ 2.9
-.5
-1.0

continued from page
lions to compensate for other expenditures, (the) lines at the cashier’s
and financial aid disbursement office
would be shorter," Sauer said.
Salaries for five positions totaling more than $100,000 from Admissions and Records, Business Affairs
and Plant Operations have been
transferred to University Police to
boost campus security.
The added positions along with
an extra 16 positions for police officers and community service officers
have helped UPD cut felonies on
campus by 70 percent, the report
stated.
In addition, the business and engineering schools are having trouble
hiring permanent instructors because of inadequate allocations and
because of competition with Silicon
Valley companies and other university systems.
James Lima, associate dean of
Engineering, said the school hired
only three tenured instructors to fill
20 open positions last year.
"Not only that, but we had more
retirements than people hired,"
Lima said. "So we have more vacancies now than a year ago."
Lima said that if the California
Faculty Association votes to approve
higher salaries for hard-to-hire posi-

tions in engineering and business, the
California State University system
will have a better chance to fill vacant positions.
He said other states’ university
systems offer up to 30 percent more
money than CSU for engineering and
business instructors.
While the university is having
trouble filling hard-to-hire positions,
SJSU has been allocated 14.8 positions for lab technicians who will help
prepare chemical and computer labs
on campus. But Edd Burton, associate dean of Educational Planning
and Research, said the positions pay
only $1,290 a month, and some have
been combined to allow for more attractive salaried positions.
One of the largest budget increases will help replace worn equipment. The replacement value of academic equipment at SJSU is $70
million, the report stated. This year’s
budget allows four times more
money for replacement equipment
for instructional use and an additional 8261,147 for replacement of worn
equipment used in the classroom.
State funds also have been allocated to improve access on campus
for the handicapped. Projects totaling 2500,000 include construction of
elevators in Spartan Complex and
Duncun Hall, and modifications of
existing elevators on campus.

XEROX MErORYWRITER

Late Afternoon Classes
Examination Time
Examination Day
1715-1930
Monday, Dec. 17
1715-1930
Tuesday, Dec. 18
1715-1930
Wednesday, Dec. 19
1715-1930
Thursday, Dec. 13
1730-1930
Friday, Dec. 14

Fort Ord soldier charged
in Student Union stabbing
By John McCreadie
Daily staff writer
A 16-year-old boy who was
stabbed three times in a Student
Union bathroom shortly after midnight on Saturday evening is off the
critical list and in stable condition at
San Jose Hospital, according to Richard Staley, SJSU public information
manager.
Arrested and charged with attempted homicide was U.S. Army
Sgt. Eddie B. Wells, temporarily stationed at Fort Ord. Wells is being
held at the Santa Clara County jail
and the amount of bail was not known
at press time.
The incident occurred in the
mens room on the second level of the
Union at 12:30 a.m. during a dance
sponsored by Kappa Alpha Phi.
According to Interim Police
Chief Maurice Jones, the exact details that led up to the stabbing were
not clear. Apparently there was pushing and elbow knocking while friends
of the victim blocked the bathroom
door, Jones said. The knife attack occurred shortly thereafter, he said.
There were about 1,200 people
present at the dance, more than what
was originally reported to UPD,
Jones said. Because of the largerthan-expected crowd, UPD officers
on the swingshift remained on duty.
There were about four officers present when the stabbing occurred,
Jones said.
The boy was stabbed in the stomach, left forearm and above the left
eye. He was rushed to the San Jo.
Hospital’s intesive care unit where he
was listed in critical condition Sunday morning. Monday, following surgery, the boy was reported in stable
condition.

FTES
20,179
20,202
19,326
19,680
19,094
19,622
18,875
18,415
18,039
17,694
18,176
18,086
17,900

Budget increase
to pay salaries

Oohs ’thus, the increase is only on
paper and doesn’t mean anything in
After months of negotiations, the real money, Samit said.
"We’re giving the faculty a 1 perCalifornia State University Board of
Trustees have worked out a tentative cent increase with one-half percent
pay agreement with the California cash," Samit said.
Faculty Association.
Crist said the reason for this was
The agreement, which affects for lifetime earning consideration.
19,000 state workers, calls for a 10
"When the faculty wants to get a
percent salary increase with 9 per- salary adjustment in the future, they
cent to be paid retroactively from will see that they recieved a 10 perJuly 1, 1984, one-half percent to be cent increase for 1984-85 instead of 9
paid Jan.1, 1985 and one-half percent and one-half percent," he said.
to be paid June 30, 1985.
The subject of merit pay, which
Faculty members have until Fri- was hotly contested by both sides,
day to vote on the proposal. Then the was also agreed to in the contract.
Merit pay, which is given to proballots for the proposal will be sent to
the CSU Chancellor’s Office. If the fessors who show meritorious servfaculty approves the contract, the ice, was given out by the president of
proposal will become the only faculty the CSU schools before this year’s agreement.
contract for all CSU campuses.
This system, according to Rice,
The pay increase came out of a
fact-finding session involving rep- could be abused by the president beresentatives from the CFA and the cause it is left to the president’s dischancellor’s office. The fact-finding cretion whether a professor receives
"strongly recommended" the pay in- such pay.
crease, said CFA President Bill
Crist.
Originally, the CFA had requested a 10 percent across-theboard salary increase, retroactive to
July I, with an additional 1 percent to
be added in Jan. 1985.
The CSU’s first offer consisted of
an 8.35 percent increase retroactive
to July with the additional 1 percent
lobe added in January.
The two sides negotiated and the
fact-finding session decided the final
agreement.
The disagreement brought the
faculty together for a cause, said
Scott Rice, CFA representative for
SJSU.
"They (the chancellor’s office)
counted on us to back down, and we
didn’t," he said.
Although the pay increase is for
10 percent, the faculty members will
only receive a 9 and one-half percent
increase in their paycheck.
The last one-half percent payment is payable on midnight of June
30, when the current contract is supposed to end, said Jacob Samit, CSU
vice chancellor of employee rela-

Group I Classes
Group I classes are those which meet M, W,F, MTW, MWTh,
MWThF, MW, WE, MWF or MF.
Examination Time
Examination Day
Meeting Time
0715-0930
Thursday, Dec. 13
0730
0715-0930
Monday, Dec. 17
0830
0715-0930
Wednesday, Dec. 19
0930
0945-1200
Friday, Dec. 14
1030
0945-1200
Tuesday, Dec. 18
1130
1215-1430
Thursday, Dec 13
1230
1215-1430
Monday, Dec.17
1330
1215-1430
Wednesday, Dec. 19
1430
1445-1700
Friday, Dec 14
1530
1445-1700
Tuesday, Dec. 18
1630

Examination Day
Friday, Dec. 14
Tuesday, Dec. 18
Thursday, Dec. 13
Monday, Dec. 1 7
Wednesday, Dec. 19
Friday, Dec. 14
Tuesday, Dec. 18
Thursday, Dec. 13
Monday, Dec. 17
Wednesday, Dec. 19

ment when a more than $30 million proposed expansion of the Engineering Building is completed.
The School of Engineering is impacted and the
additional instruction space will allow SJSU to
admit more engineering students and boost the
university’s FTES.
James Lima, associate dean of Engineering,
said the school would be able to admit 25 percent
more students when the expansion is completed.
"This past November we received 1,500 applications to the School of Engineering and less than
half of those will be admitted," Lima said. "And
that doesn’t include the additional applications we
will receive later."
The CSU Board of Trustees approved the expansion in November. If the California Legislature
provides funding, construction could begin in 1986
and would be completed in 1988.
Lima said a legislative analyst will be on campus today to study the school’s expansion plans and
begin compiling a report for the Legislature.
Evans said there are less expensive ways to
boost enrollment. He said current students should
encourage others to attend SJSU.
"That’s probably one of the most potent recruitment devices we have," Evans said.
In February, Evans hopes to have the first
task force reports. The group is establishing a
model that will project new student enrollment
based on past enrollment figures and current population.
Foote said this type of project has never been
done at SJSU. But improved technology and the
concern over enrollment has made the study more
feasible.

fly Dew ane "t an Lein en
Daily staff writer

Final Exams Schedule

Meeting Time
0730
0830
0930
1030
1130
1 230
1330
1430
1530
1630

Full -Time Equivalent Students
Year
1932-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85

CSU contract ready
for CFA union vote

Because most students have misplaced this semester’s schedule of classes and because many others
haven’t been in class enough lately to know when finals
are and where, the Spartan Daily is printing this schedule
of final examinations from the fall catalog of courses.

Jones said San Jose police were
on standby because of the dance
ruckus. They arrested a man after
shots were allegedly fired in the air,
near the Tenth Street Parking Garage.
Staley said after the shots were
fired, San Jose police searched cars
in the area and found one man with a
gun. The arrested man’s name or further details concerning the shooting
incident were unavailable at press
time. Staley said, however, the incident apparently had something to do
with the fraternity dance

HELP WANTED
Warehouse, Deli, ers Man:
Full or part time. $6/hr.
Knowledge of Santa Clara
County & good driving record
required

Pacific Business Products
2573 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara

THE FIRST NAE_ IN GONE
NOW HAS THE LAST NAME
N TYDEWITES

Call: 988-8233

GENERAL DENTISTRY

EVENINGS & WEEKENDS by APPOINTMENT
EMERGENCY TREATMENT AVAILABLE
NEW PATIENTS WELCOME

Jae

J-1. Yang, D.D.S.

1200 Scott Blvd , Ste, 4, Santa Clara

14081 247 9946

Free Pregnancy
Testing
& Counseling
Completely Confidential
Pregnancy Termination
1st & Mid Trimester
(Your Choice Sleep/or Awake)
Family Planning
San Jose (408)255-2773
5150 Graves Ave., Suite B
Oakland
(415) 652-6503

Page 9

Fremont

14151790-3334

pPregnancy
Consultation
Center
0

COME AND SEE A DEHONSTRAMON ON
TUESDAY, DEC. 11,
10:00 am - 2:00 pm
at. the SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT

SPARTA.N
BOOKSTORI:,11

SPARTAN SHOPS 0.11 INC

Paw. io
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No fear
of flying
SJSU Grad soars
with Marines

he settles behind the controls of his 231 turbo
AsMooney aircraft, Marine Corps pilot ancLcaptain,
Michael Healey focuses all of his attention to the
situation at hand and becomes all business. But once he’s
airborne, he becomes a whole new person.
For Healey. a 1976 SJSU Political Science graduate,
flying is his second life.
"Once I’m up in the air, that’s when I’m at my best,"
he said. "That’s when I do all my talking and really enjoy
myself."
For Healey, his first life and career is that of a fighter
pilot for the Marines, and his duty for the next two and
half years is as a recruiter for the Marine Platoon
Leadership Class officer program.
But, lucky for the Marines. Healy is at his best when
he’s behind the controls of his plane, for he is not the
typical recruiter soliciting officer candidates on the street
or over the phone.
On a regular basis he takes possible pilot candidates
to the air to give them a glimpse of what it might be like to
be behind the controls of an aircraft and to see just what
it’s like to be airborne.
"We tour 10 Western states in the area from Arizona
to Washington and Alaska." Healey said. "We take
anyone up who is interested in becoming a Marine
aviator. It also gives us a chance to evaluate the possible
candidate and see if they have any adaptability to flying
or if they just become sick to their stomachs."
Healey admits that he has had just a couple of
candidates who have literally thrown up in the cockpit of
the airplane, but even those who have a tough go of it in
the air are still interested in the Marine program.
"We don’t really push people into the program. We
encourage them to seek all the branches and what they
have to offer," Healey said. "Once they’ve done that, then
they should make a decision. Our program ( the Marines)
is one of the toughest out of the four branches. It’s not for
everyone.
"But it’s not a pass-fail situation, either," Healey
continued. "A possible candidate can totally bomb out
and still not be considered a total loss. But we look at
them in an overall perspective. We don’t say. ’this is it,
you’re out.’ But we do evaluate them."
A native of San Francisco, Healey. 31, has been an
officer since October of 1976 when he completed the
Officer Candidate School at Quantico, Virginia. From
there, he went on to undergraduate pilot training at
Pensacola, Florida.
But prior to his decision to become an officer and
pilot, Healey said that he had a little persuasive help from
the Navy’s Blue Angel acrobatic flying team.
"Ever since! was seven years old and saw the Blue

goir

Angels perform, I knew I wanted to be a fighter pilot," he
said.
But not until he took several hours of flying time in a
glider and simulator training at the College of San Mateo
did Healey finally decide to be a pilot in the military.
"I had about 12 hours of flying in the glider and!
:
really loved it. That’s when I made my decision to go for
it," he said.
But why the Marine Corps?
"It’s really an elite organization, a lot of pride,"
Healey stated. "It seems they’ve always had more pride
and discipline in flying and that’s really important.
"But they also were able to guarantee me that I would
be given the shot to go to pilot training, if! made it
through 0.C.S."
Through Healey’s eight years of service with the
Marine Corps he has served three tours of carrier-duty,
with the Navy overseas, as a F-4 Phantom fighter pilot;
twice in the Pacific Ocean and once in the Indian Ocean.
His latest tour found him on the Navy carrier U.S.S.
Midway where he had the dubious distinction to be the
first pilot in eight years to successfully fly into a safety
barricade and live to tell about it.
On a routine reconnaissance mission over the Indian
ocean this past spring, Healey, on landing approach !odic
Midway, attempted to lower his landing gear. But only
the main -body gear would lock into place, leaving he and
his navigator with no front landing gear.
"I talked to my crew member and we
confered( about lit and decided to go through with it
.
( landing the aircraft in the barricade)," he explained.
"We had about 45 minutes to think about it, so we
weren’t rushed into it. It was just a matter of chosing the
best option. It was either bail out or use the barricade."
Healey and his crew member chose the barricade,
which is a net -like trap with nylon strips used to catch the
wings and slow the aircraft down. Healey and his partner
hit the flight deck at approximately 177 mph, roughly the
stress point according to Healey. and successfully halted
the plane for a safe recovery.
"We were very fortunate," Healey said, "because it’s
very risky for Phantoms to hit the barricade since they’re
such a heavy aircraft and the wings are swept back and
don’t have a lot of grabbing area behind them."
When asked how he felt about flying into a barricade
that has had scattered success. Healey quickly answered,
"That incident was probably one of the most exciting
things I’ve ever done, either flying or otherwise."
And what about the future for Capt. Healey? Will he
continue to work for the Marines and stay behind the
controls? Or is he ready to move on after eight years?

Luke II: 10-11
"And the angels said to
them do not be afraid:
for behold, I bring you
good news of great joy
which shall be for all
the people.
For today in the city
of David there has
been born for you a
Savior who is Christ
the Lord."

SI
MSC graduate Michael Healy has really
seen his career takeoff since joining the Marine Corps. The fighter pilot also works as a
recruiter for the Armed Forces. Part of his
recruiting technique intails taking young
hopefuls for flights. Top photo, Healy explains the instrument panel. Middle, he’s on
final approach before preparing for flight.
And bottom, he surveys his plain from up
close. Healy graduated with a Political Science degree in 1976 and plans to work for the
service until "the day 1 stop enjoying it."

Merry Christmas
from the
Baptist Student Union
Photos by Yoriko Noguchi
Text by Marty Picone
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Rhythm & Song

Counter-clockwise
from above:
Prof. Dan
Sabanovich
leads his AfroBrazalian
ensemble:
Body Music
performers
express a feel
for their
dance: Prof.
Randy
Masters
conducts
SJSU’s Jazz
Combo; and
tap dance and
thigh slapping
keep pace to
the rhythm.

Mixed forms
in harmony
Jazz, percussion fuse splendidly
By Pats Ka mysz
Daily news editor
people in Room 150 of the
The
Music Building got the beat
Thursday night.
It began with a heavy heaping of
Salsa when Randy Masters and his
Super Latin-Jazz Combo group
performed the Chagalu a
combination of the Cha Cha and the

rid

hr.

Boog-a-loo, a Master’s creation.
After three other rhythmic
numbers by the group, on came the
Theatre Arts Dancers slapping and
clicking their bodies in the neophyte
form of dance, Body Dancing.
It ended with a flair of percussion
instruments as Dan Sabanovich and
his Afro-Brazilian ensemble class
performed the rhythms of Brazil.
The Music Department featured
the event, which was a celebration of
ethnic song and rhythms from
around the world.
Sabanovich marveled at the
crowd and then welcomed them,
saying, "I consider rhythm to be the
most important element of music."
Some 20 musicians played
percussion instruments from Brazil
for the musical finale celebrating the
"carnaval" spirit. In the Batacuda
portion of the number, each
instrument played solo and the
campus crowd had a chance to hear
new and unique musical sounds.
"Every year they) Brazilians)
have carnava Is, festive celebrations
starting the Saturday before Ash
Wednesday," Sabanovich said
The rhythmic drive of the
percussion instruments helped bring
the exciting, happy carnival feeling
of Brazil to the San Jose audience.
"It left everyone with a good
feeling and on a musical high,"
Sabanovich said.
"The music accomplished what
it was meant to do." Sabonovich said
"People left feeling good."

Photos by
Michael McGuire

r67goice

for personalized an
confidential health care
MEDICAL GROUP
Family Planning
SPECALISTS itt
Morning -After Pill
WOMEMS HEALTH CARL
Cervical Caps
Gynecological Services
Premenstrual Syndrome Program (PMS)
Awake or Asleep
Abortion Services
Tubal Ligations
Free Pregnancy Testing and Counseling
with Student Identification

5 Offices to Serve You
Redwood City 14151363-2121
Santa Cruz 1408) 482-1222
757-9300
Prompt. Daytime and Evening Appointment,.

Gatos14081358-2766
San Francisco14151922-6856

Los

Salinas 1408)

Affordable,

Job Corps offer hope for youth

t’s
re

a.

By John McCreadle
Daily staff writer
Next door to San Jose State University there is a learning institution
that few college students even know
exists.
The San Jose Job Corps Center is
the core of federal youth employment
training programs and since its creation 19 years ago, it has grown into a
nationwide system of more than 100
centers.
Located on South 11th Street. the
Job Corp buildings are mostly made
up of converted fraternity houses.
The program, which provides
academic upgrading and vocational
training for men and women between
the ages of 16 and 21, has a large
array of students, all with different
reasons for being in the program.
Tammy Hackworth, 20, entered
the Job Corp program in San Jose because she wanted to make something
’of herself. She is currently studying
ourt reporting.
Edward Leary, 21, grew tired of
0:being in the streets" and is now ’Working on an education in auto meChanics.
And Starrie Devaughn, 22, wants
fro improve her office skills.
The only things these students
!Save in common are low -incomes.
dnemployment and a desire to learn
*ills that will enable them to become
self-supporting, productive citizens.
According to Richard Martinez.
Fiublic relations officer for the San
Jose center, Job Corp is not an alter dative for juvenile hall. However, he
*hied that five percent of the Job
qorp students are court -appointed.
The local Job Corp Center is operated entirely by the Singer Comliany under a contract with the Deilartment of Labor.
"The student pays nothing,"
Martinez said. "All a student needs is
willingness to stick by our strict
ides and a willingness to work
bard."
; Most of the Job Corp students are
Cesidents of the center and are required to adhere to many rules, such
as cleaning dormitory rooms, obeying curfews, and above all, no fight; "Younger adults sometimes
Come in with a chip on their shoulders," Martinez said. Because of
this, the center has adopted a stiff
iiolicy prohibiting fighting.
According to Martinez, students
*ho fight are booted from the program.
"I can’t remember the last time
we had a fight," he said.
Martinez estimates about 85 per,-

cent of Job Corp students are local
and the training they receive is
aimed at preparing students to enter
the job market at local levels.
But why does Job Corp succeed
where other such programs fail’?
Besides free room and board, all
students entering the Job Corp program receive a spending allotment of
$40 to $100 each month. In addition,
students receive $75 to $100 in a
monthly savings allotment. This is intended to help students with the transition into the real world after graduating from Job Corp. Students
receive up to 6420 in clothing warrants which are dispersed over a 19month period. All dental and medical
care is also paid for through the program.
But the advantages of the Job
Corp program go beyond finance.
All students receive preparation
for the high school equivalency diploma I General Education Diploma), hands-on vocational assessment and career and personal
counseling. If needed, students are
given driver education. Besides up to
two years of Job Corp training, students get job placement after the

WIN A TRIP TO HAWAII

training.
According to Martinez, the main
intent of the Job Corb training is to
prepare students for the real world
by emphasizing self-discipline, good
work habits and positive attitudes.
An average day for a Job Corp
student includes getting up at six in
the morning to clean their dormitory
and have breakfast. Classes begin at
8 a.m. and continue through the day
until 4 p.m.
"I think it’s a good program with
a lot of good activities for people who
couldn’t make it through high
school," said Job Corp student
Tammy Hackworth.
Hackworth said her high school
did not prepare her for the realities ol
life and she came to Job Corp because she wanted to get a good job as
soon as possible.
According to Martinez, the Job
Corp training takes someone who is
probably on welfare or unemployment and gives them a chanceto become productive members of society
"Within five years, it’s estimated
that through taxes a student pays
back the cost of school," Martinez
said.

in the
SJSU BOWLING TEAM

1984 HANDICAP SINGLES
CHRISTMAS GIVEAWAY
December 14-16
SQUADS EACH WEEKEND
(313pm. Saturday,. 230. 7 00 prri. Sunday s

I Idays

/ 00 pm

Open to all bowlers except SJSU Team Members
Entry Fee $15.00 per person
5 games across 10 lanes, handicap (662 33. of 210 men. 80,-. of 210 women)
enter as often as you like, but win only one prize
Ibt PLACE

Round Trip Airfare & 7 -Night Accontodation
Package for two at the HILTON HAWAIIAN VILLAGE
on beautiful WAlhlhl BEA CH.

*

* 2nd PLACE

3 DAY 2 NIGHT Package for two at the beautiful
LAS VEGAS HILTON, plus... . $200.00 in cash.

*

3rd PLACE

3 DAY, 2 NIGHT Package for two at the beautiful RENO
HILTON, plus . . . . $100.00 in cash.

*

*Al) travel arrangements donated by
GOODTIME TOURS
in Son low
OTHER PRIZES THRU 50th PLACE
including trips, Pro Am entries, balls, bags, gift Certificates, & lots of other valuable merchandise

CHEAP
IIIIHEESS---

RENT-A-CAR

RULES:
1.1.1 1983
84,,, 1982
83 hook ariage whichever is higher lint, book averagr. ma, use current 21 game
(league sheet
a be provided) or SISU class average It none ot the above must use 210 Averages will be
e rif ied hy league association secretary poor to dist) bunion of top 6 priers
.cril Director reserves the right to re rate or reluse entry to any bowler
Ion a place will split applicable prizes below the plc.’ or which they are bed

11 141.1111

416

No reservation will be acceptecl unless at ). ompanied by entry lee

RENT A CLEAN, WELL
MAINTAINED USED CAR

HIS) RVF WM, IR SQUAD TIMF NOW
Ent more informal
) nmplete pri, breakdown. coma,

(108) 277-3226

FRIENDLY CONVENIENT SERVICE

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

LOW RATES

Pd

Christmas Giveaway Date Reed

Cash & Credit Cards Accepted for Deposit

’695

298-7515

Phone

Zip

City

PER DAY
SPECIAL WEEKEND RATE
199 WILLOW ST.
SAN JOSE, CA

Mom)

Add..

Name

1983

84 Book Average

1982

83 Book Average

II none, current avg
Sped Pnekrelocc
Fri. Dec 7 100 pen
Fri. Der 14 7W pm

House, Assoc moon
House Association
House Association
Sat, Dec 8 230 per
Sat. Der 15 230 pm

100 pm
700 pm

Sun. Dec 9 1 pm
Sun. Dec 16 1pm

You will h, nor11661 ii ,quod po.feom,111, fIll.d
Retort. I wry to Terry Gregory
S U. Game* Area, San Jose State University. San Jose. CA 15192

pougo
SJSU prepares for Final Four tourney
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Upstart Spartans to face
powerful UCLA in semis
By Joe Roderick
Daily sports editor
Nearly 36 hours had passed since
SJSU beat Fresno State in the finals
of the Northwest Regional plenty of
time to let the win sink in.
But Spartan head coach Dick
Montgomery isn’t letting it sink in too
much. He shook some hands yesterday morning, answered a few congratulatory phone calls. But he

Volleyball
wasn’t about to relax and let it all
hangout.
For the most part, the Fresno
State match is history in Montgomery’s mind. He is now focusing on
Friday’s NCAA semifinal contest
against UCLA at the Bruins’ Pauley
Pavilion. In the other semifinal
game, a couple of familiar Spartan
foes, UOP and Stanford, will battle.
Yeah, it’s still early in the week,
but getting later by the minute.
Spartan assistant coach Dave
DeGroot spent the morning reviewing a video tape of a UCLA match.
The SJSU coaches have come to the
conclusion that the Bruins are a hard
serving team. Montgomery used the
word "rocket" to describe the velocity of their serves.
This may very well be the Spartans’ toughest test of the season. The
Bruins finished second in the NCAA
last year, and have gone 31-6 this
year. They are also ranked second in
the NCAA this season.
The Bruins will also be doubly
tough in Pauley.
"They certainly feel this is a
good time to win the national championship," Montgomery said. "On
paper, they have to be strongly favored."
The Bruins also have tradition,
having made the Final Four tournament 13 of the last 14 years. The only
time they didn’t qualify was in 1982.
"UCLA has always been a dynasty in volleyball, like UCLA was in
basketball for so many years," Montgomery said. "They win a lot of
games just because they are UCLA.
"A team like UCLA points toward the Final Four. And this is when
they are supposed to put it all to-

gether. This is what they’ve been
thinking about all year. It’s conceivable they are going to be at the top of
their game."
Montgomery may sound like he’s
giving his team nary a chance to win
but he’s not.
"At this point we are quite obviously the underdogs," he said. "I
think that’s fine
that’s where we
should be. I think we play better as
the underdog."
The Bruins are led by outside hitter Liz Ma.sakayan, who had 23 kills
against Texas in the South Regional
final.
"She’s been their key hitter,"
Montgomery said. "She’s been very
difficult to stop. She jumps a ton and
Just hammers the ball."
Montgomery is also concerned
about the Bruins’ vicious serving.
"Their the best serving team
we’ll have faced all year," he said.
"UCLA serves similar to Purdue. We
will have a difficult time adjusting to
their serve."
While Montgomery is preparing
for the not-so-distant future, he can’t
help but reflect on a season he probably won’t forget for awhile.
"Of all of the teams I’ve coached,
men and women, this is one team that
has been better physically than any
of them. This is the best team I’ve
coached in the sense of nine players
and two redshirts all working together to achieve success.
"It’s difficult when somebody
asks, ’Who do you want to recommend for all -tourney? Who do you
want for player of the week?’ In all
fairness to everybody, I want to recommend them all. We’re successful
because Barbara Higgins plays well
in the middle. We’re successful because Julie Braymen plays well.
We’re successful because Danielle
Spier comes in and digs some balls,
serves some tough balls and passes
Well. That’s what makes our team
successful. Everyone contributes and
it’s difficult to single out anyone."
Montgomery was asked after

Pat Fredrickson - Special to the Daily

Spartan volleyball players celebrate their win over Fresno State in the Northwest Regional finals last Saturday
Saturday’s win against Fresno Stale
what his goals were entering the season.
"To finish in the top 10, to win the
NorPac and to make the finals of the
regionals. We reached all three, now
we have to elevate our goals. This is

the first time I’ve set goals and
reached them."
NOTES The Spartans haven’t
played UCLA since 1980, and they
haven’t beaten the Bruins in five
tries. The Spartans (26-9) are ranked
ninth in the NCAA. Stanford (19-4) is

first and UOP ( 30-7’) third. UOP beat
Nebraska, 15-8, 15-10, 13-15 and 15-3 in
the Mideast Regional finals Sunday
night. . . . The Spartans play UCLA
at 7:30 Friday, after the UOP-Stanford match at 5:30. The
semifinal
winners will meet in the finals
Friday
at 6, while the losers play
for third

place at 4. . . . One hundred tickets
for Friday and Sunday’s matches are’
on sale at the Women’s Athletics office, room 36 in Spartan Gym. The
phone number is 277-3141. Prices are
$4 for students and $6 for adults.
KSJS radio will broadcast the match,
air time is 7:20.

SJSU rips UOP for second straight

Strictly Sports

Joe
Roderick

Strictly Life II
COME TO to the conclusion that road trips and sports writers
I’VE
go hand-in-hand. The highway seems to become as well known as ’
I’ve taken the highway once too often alone.
newsroom.
the
Occasionally, I’ve had to trek hundreds of miles for sporting events. It
can get downright boring.
The last weekend trip to San Luis Obispo to cover the SJSU
volleyball team in the Northwest Regionals was no exception. The
destination was Cal Poly and my ’77 Monte Carlo had plenty of miles to
cover.
But on this trip, there is a colleague, a photographer. The thing is.
I’ve never met a photo man who wasn’t a little strange.
Speaking of screw ups, no matter how hard! try, I always forget
something. A few miles south of Morgan Hill, I remembered the shaving
cream was still resting peacefully on a shelf in my bathroom. Oh well.
I’m growing a mustache, I might as well start growing a beard.
Moments later, I realized the shampoo was sitting next to the
shaving cream. Oh boy.
Let’s face it, a ’77 Monte Carlo isn’t the speediest machine on the
road today. Watching the Ferraris, Corvettes and Porsches of the world
passing me by, I wonder why I didn’t go to school to be a lawyer.
South of Paso Robles, I noticed several fast-moving cars
approaching from the rear. The first Porsche wizzes by. There are two
men in the front. As the car passes us, snot -so
-bad-looking blonde
sitting in the back gives us a stare and a smile that would do wonders for
a blue mood.
The photo man says the babe was looking at him. I had to disagree.
There are some drawbacks, though, to driving in speedy cars.
Don’t you just hate it when a hot-shot in a hot -shot car tailgates you
in the left lane when you’re going about 80. But don’t you just love it
when you see the guy pulled over by a patrolman. The punk will be in the
car, trying to wipe all the raw egg off his face. Love it.
Conversely, there’s the slow -moving folks.
OF THE more perturbing predicaments on the highway is
ONE
being boxed in by an old gent snaking along at the speed limit. It
must have happened a thousand times during the trip.
On one such occasion, the photo man had seen enough.
"My trigger finger’s getting itchy," he says. "I’d like to blow that
old dude away."
My colleague likes to think of himself as the Clint Eastwood of
photographers.
It’s tough not to do some heavy thinking as the miles pass by. This
may very well be my last road trip as a collegiate. Two weeks from now.
my college career will be history. It’s a scary feeling. Am I supposed to
be an adult now? I sure don’t feel like one.
And I think about all the athletes I’ve met in the last six years since
I entered the journalism field in the last six years. Thousands. It boggles
my mind.
I also can’t help but think about all the buddies I’ve met on the
Spartan Daily. Madmen like Goo, Ka Ich, Hoonie, Free, Nick and
Finchy. They’ll all have a special place in my heart.
Well, our trip is over.
Later
Joe Roderick is the Daily’s sports editor,

team averages.
By Marty Picone
In 68 attempts from the field
Daily staff writer
The SJSU women’s basketball SJSU completed 32, averaging 47 perteam convincingly defeated Univer- cent. And in 25 chances from the free
sity of the Pacific, 83-74, Saturday throw line the Spartans sank 19, good
night at Spartan Gym to record their enough for a 76 percent mark
second consecutive victory.
"The coaches had been stressing
Last Thursday night the Spar- that we concentrate on making more
tans soundly defeated the Pioneers of of our shots from the free throw line
Hayward State 90-62, posting their and from the floor." Spartan guard
most productive scoring game for the
season.
In Saturday’s game, led by center Roberta Lawson and center/forward Rhoda chew, SJSU upped their Dana Foster said, "but I didn’t know
overall record to 3-4 while the Tigers we did that well. If that’s the case,
that’s great."
dropped to 3-5.
On the other side of the court, the
"One of our goals for this particular game was to shoot at least 45 Tigers shot 38 percent from the floor
percent from the floor and 75 percent while completing 59 percent of their
from the free throw line," SJSU attempts on the hoop from the free
coach Sharon Chatman said, "and I throw line.
think we did a pretty good job accomAccording to Chatman, the Tiplishing our goals tonight."
gers have a good offensive front line
Prior to Saturday’s contest the that usually converts rebounds from
Spartans had been averaging just
missed shots into two points, making
under 42 percent in shooting from the up for such a poor field goal percent
floor and 60 percent in free throw at- age. But SJSU’s Lawson and Chew
tempts. But results against the Ti- drastically turned that strategy
gers proved to be even better than the around.

Basketball

Ciprian takes 7th
By Marty Picone
Daily staff writer
Spartan Dave Ciprian was the
only SJSU wrestler to place in the
Las Vegas Invitational Tournament
last weekend, finishing seventh out of
eight places honored,
The tenth annual tournament
hosted 47 of the top wrestling universities throughout the country, featuring schools like returning and twotime champion Oklahoma State, Oklahoma, and Iowa State.
Along with Ciprian, Spartan
wrestler Kraig Walker had an oppor-

Wrestling
tunity to place in the tournament but
his third and final opponent defeated
him in the final seconds of the third
period.
Leading six to five, Walker ( 158pounds ) fell to four quick points by
his opponent from Weber State.
According to SJSU coach Dale Kestel, Walker tried to work a maneuver
on his opponent but was caught in a
bad position, giving up two points for
a takedown and two points for a nearfall.
"It was a really ridiculous manuever for Kraig to pull at that time,"
Kestel said. "He tried something
questionable and got caught with it."
But it was Ciprian, 128-pounds,

who wrestled successfully, beating
two opponents to proceed to the seventh-place match.
Ciprian met opponents from
Louisana State and Drake, defeating
them soundly 10-Land 8-2, respectively. But it was his third opponent,
Tom Bairos of Arizona Stale, who
handed Ciprian his first defeat, 8-5.
In the fourth and fifth bouts for
Ciprian, he ran into even more bad
luck, being defeated by Utah State
nemesis Cordell Anderson, in the
fourth, and Ken Stevens from Oaklahoma State. Previously this season
Anderson beat Ciprian twice in two
meetings.
"There were times when Dave
looked good and then there were
times when he looked bad," Kestel
said. "This was the case for the whole
team this past weekend. But this is
indicative of a young team.
"The team confidence is real
unsteady, like you’ll find with any inexperienced team. So, with the more
experience a team has the more confident they’ll be. But I have faith in
them. They’ll be there eventually,"
Kestel added.
In the team competition, for the
second time in the tournament’s ten
years, Oklahoma took top honors
with Oklahoma and Iowa State finishing second and third, respectively.

The two Spartan players combined for 41 rebounds, with Chew
coming down with 21 and Lawson
pulling down 20, adding to their team
leading 72 and 93 rebounds, respectively.
"Roberta and Rhoda just played
awesome. They both looked great on
rebounds and turned things around
for us on defense," Foster said.
On offense both Lawson and
Chew combined for 42 points, with
Lawson scoring a season high 26
points.
"Roberta has been playing consistently all year and that’s the type
of performance (Saturday night) she
is getting paralleled with," Chatman
said.
"Rhoda has been playing up to
the expectations we knew she could
since the beginning of the year,"
Chatman added. "Aggressiveness
and momentum, some of the things
she lacked at the beginning of the
year, are now showing up."

Along with Lawson and Chew,
guard Japora Smith added 13 points
to the Spartans’ score, while blocking
three shots on defense.
One area of concern for Chatman
is the team’s total number of turnovers. Even though the team only let
20 balls get away, compared with 29
against Hayward, she would like to
see that number consistently keep.
"There’s no question that’s a big
concern. There are some individuals
who have taken care of that, but
there are still a few that are consistently turning over the ball. So, we
have to continue to work on that because possession is the key," Chat man said.
The Spartans’ next opponent is
San Francisco State tonight at 7:30 in
Spartan Gym. SJSU will be going for
its third straight victory and a
chance to even their record at 4-4.

ria4/
Maids and Butlers
IMPRESS YOUR PARTY AND DINNER GUESTS
WITH BLACK TIE SERVICE",

Catering
SPECIALIZING IN ELEGANT AFFAIRS

Party Planning
COMPLETE SPECIAL EVENT PLANNING

Weddings

WE’LL HELP MAKE YOUR WEDDING AN OCCASION TO
REMEMBER’

(408) 446-343Z

SJSU Department of Music Presents
in Concert

SJSU SYMPHONIC BAND
Darrell Johnston, Conductor
Scott Hartman, Graduate Assistant Conductor
and

THE SAN JOSE SYMPHONIC BAND
Darrell Johnston, Conductor
Dr. Richard Knob, Guest Conductor

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1984
8:15 P.M. SJSU Concert Hall
Donation $2 General, $1 Student/Senior
Reception Immediately Following
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Campus
The financial aid office has announced deadlines lor
financial aid and student loan applications.
Financial aid applications for the 1985-86 school year
will be available in the financial aid office Jan. 2, 1985.
State-funded Cal Grants, which are based on needs
aad scholastic achievement, have an application deadline
of:Feb. 11, 1985.
SJSU financial aid application priority filing date is
March 1, 1985.
According to Peter Bagarozzo, assistant director of
Financial Aid Student Services at SJSU, many students
viho are eligible for Cal Grant money do not apply. Funds
are granted on a first -come-first -serve basis, Bagarozzo
sigd.
; Emergency loans and budget counseling are also offered students, Bagarozzo said. Counseling on financing a
move from on-campus housing to off-campus housing is
oftered. Emergency loans, up to $250 with a 3 percent interest rate, are also available.
The University Police Department begins recruiting
ikrnid-December to fill five full-time officer positions.
According to Maurice Jones, interim director of PubHo Safety, UPD was operating with two part-time officers
who have left the campus force, creating a manpower
shortage.
Russ Lunsford, UPD information officer, said he has
already received more than 100 applications.
, The positions will have a gross salary of $2,000 per
month.
Man’s escalating reliance on computers was the topic
ot.,"Goto," a multi -media exhibit Thursday.
The exhibit portrayed man’s continual use of computers in satirical and sublime ways.
The most controversial exhibit was entitled, "Video
Confessional," and was designed by Joe DeLappe, a
graphic design senior. It depicted a computer taking the

Berke Breathed

Bloom County
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place of a priest in a confessional.
The projects were part of an art class taught by art
Prof. Joel Slayton.
International students representing 12 countries experienced an american-style Christmas Thursday complete with Santa Claus.
The party, which was held in the Student Union Loma
Prieta Room, was an end-of-the-year event giving students enrolled in the Studies in American Language program a chance to visit Santa Claus and experience
Christmas as celebrated in the United States, said Cindy
Graham, administrative assistant for SAL.
Earl Sievers filled the Santa Claus suit. Sievers is an
SJSU custodian. Students asked him who Santa Claus is
and one Iranian student even asked if Santa can read the
future, he said.
The students were from Japan, Korea, Taiwan, the
People’s Republic of China, Indonesia, Saudi Arabia,
Switzerland, Greece, Columbia, Venezuela, Mexico. and
Poland.
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Sports

The Spartan volleyball team advanced to the Final
Four in the NCAA championships Saturday with a win
over Fresno State University, 15-6, 6-15, 15-5, 15-4, at Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo.
SJSU also defeated Oregon in the opening round of the
regional championship in San Luis Obispo on Friday by a
comfortable 15-4, 17-15, 15-12.
Teri Debusk, Linda Fournet, Christa Cook. and Felicia Shulter from SJSU were named to the all -regional
team. Fournet had 23 kills and Cook had 20 for the Spartans against the Bulldogs.
The Spartans will play number two-ranked UCLA in
the opening round on Friday at UCLA. Number oneranked Stanford will take on the University of the Pacific.
The two winners will square off Sunday for the national
championship.

Leaf Notes

Kevin Yeager
ISRE 18E 68051-5 OF
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Spartaguide
is holding a Brown Bag Lunch Bunch
end-of-semester celebration with refreshments. The open house will
begin at noon today in the Student
Union Guadalupe Room. For further
information, call Virginia at 277-2005.

The SJSU ROTC Rifle Team will
hold its first Turkey Shoot competition at noon today, continuing every
day this week in the basement rifle
range of MacQuarrie Hall. The event
is open to anyone over 18 years of
age. Four turkeys will be given away
as prizes. For further information
call 277-2985.

call Paul at 736-2282.
The Community Committee for
International Students provides conversational English tutoring classes
for all international students every
day this week at 1 p.m. in the Administration Building, Room 222 (Group
Room IL For more information, call
Muriel at 279-4575.

The SJSU College Republicans
are having a "Meet the New Officers" party at 5 tonight in the SU Costanoan Room. For more information,

, The Re-Entry Advisory Program
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FALL 1984
GRADE INFORMATION
The information listed below is provided as an explanation of the new grading
policies and changes that will be in effect this semester. Please read the information
carefully, it will have an impact on your grade point average at SJSU.
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NEW GRADING POLICY
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Effective for the FALL 1984 Semester, San Jose State University has approved a
grading system in which plus ( + ) and minus (-) designations are computed with a plus
adding a .3 value and a minus subtracting a .3 value to the letter grade.
The University’s Grading System will be as follows:
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CD+
D
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The only courses exempt from this grading
method are courses in which it is mandatory
that CREDIT/NO CREDIT grades be assigned.

If you have elected to take a course for CREDIT/NO CREDIT or are enrolled in a
mandatory CREDIT/NO CREDIT course, the grade conversion will be:
UNDERGRADUATES
A through C- CREDIT
D 4- through F NO CREDIT

GRADUATES
A through B- CREDIT
C
through F NO CREDIT
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GRADUATE STUDENTS IN LOWER DIVISION COURSES
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Any graduate student enrolling in any lower division course (course number 0 -99)
will not receive credit toward the semester units of "graduate coursework" required for
teaching credentials or master’s degrees.
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PICK UP YOUR GRADES ON...
S
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Due to the tight holiday schedule this year and the time required to post final
grades, students are being asked to pick up their grades according to the following
schedule:
JANUARY 22 and 23, 1985 (8:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.)
Location:
Last Name Begins with:
A through L
M through Z

Morris Daily Auditorium
Wahlquist Library, South Wing

JANUARY 24 through FEBRUARY 1, 1985
(Same Hours as Add/Drop Center)
All Grades Available in Wahlquist Library,
South Wing (b)’ the bell) at the Add/Drop Center
IMPORTANT NOTE:
GRADUATING SENIORS
Students scheduled to graduate in December 1984 will receive their grades
through the mail, after January 22, 1985.
Students will be required to show some identification to pick up grades. GRADE
COPIES WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE IN DEPARTMENTAL OFFICES.

Office of Admissions & Records

